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DESIGNINGADAPTIVEANDCONTEXT-AWAREAR/VR/MR SYSTEMS

Anyone who has witnessed the adoption of the Internet remembers the static and non-context-aware websites. Compare that with the
powerful engines behind the websites of today. These context-aware engines are equipped with machine learning and optimization
algorithms that allow them to adapt and cater to their user’s behavior and environment. This deep understanding of the user and
their needs created a more personalized and efficient experience. Current AR/VR/MR systems are not quite as static as the websites of
yesteryear but are still a long way to go from becoming as powerful and context-aware as browsing the web is today. In my research,
I aspire to facilitate the road to achieving context-aware AR/VR/MR systems that elegantly adapt their interactions to their user’s
behavior and environment.

I typically approach building these systems using the Computational Interaction Design paradigm [17] which leverages Machine
Learning and Optimization to guide the interaction between the user and system. For example, in the past I built a Virtual Reality (VR)
navigation tool that caters to users’ needs without undermining the immersiveness of the virtual experience. I also developed a tool
capable of optimizing the arrangement of elements (e.g. artwork, advertisements) in a virtual space according to the amount of visual
attention they receive. Furthermore, I helped design a virtual pet trained with real pet behavioral data for Mixed Reality. The virtual
pet was also equipped with scene awareness and is capable of detecting various objects in the scene (e.g. chairs, beds, scratchers) and
behaving on them accordingly (e.g. eating from a bowl and not from a bed). In my latest work as an intern with Adobe, I explored
using augmented reality (AR) sketching in the design process by developing a tool for drawing 3D curves in AR using only a tablet and
a stylus.

My future work will continue to explore context-aware AR/VR/MR systems at the intersection of Human-Computer Interaction,
Computer Graphics, andMachine Learning. I will investigate human-centered techniques to apply scene understanding and/or be-
havioral analysis for AR/VR/MR for (1) content anchoring, (2) interactive storytelling, and (3) generating content.

Figure 1: An illustration of our navigation tool. (a) While navigating a scene in virtual reality, (b) the user’s gaze sequence can indicate
his/her need for navigation help and (c) an aid is adaptively displayed when needed.

GAZE-DRIVENADAPTIVEVRNAVIGATIONAID
In “Lost in Style” (CHI’19 [3]), I created a Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) network that can predict when users feel the need

for navigation aid in VEs using their gaze patterns. I trained the LSTM using data collected from users navigating a VE while wearing
a gaze-tracking VR headset. I used this LSTM to devise an adaptive aid that is shown to users only when they need navigation help
(Figure 1).

Users often face difficulties exploring and navigating a virtual environment which is frustrating and weakens the immersive factor
that makes virtual experiences so enticing. These feelings of “needing navigation aid” often go unnoticed by developers until the user
issues a complaint about the navigation difficulty. In response, developers are left to make difficult design choices to incorporate per-
manent navigational guides (e.g. mini-maps, arrows, overlaid paths). These navigational guides can take up considerable screen space,
be visually unappealing, or be distracting to embed in the VR interface.

Adding immersion to the virtual experience is not the only benefit of our adaptive tool. Our tool could be used by decision-makers
to unintrusively collect data from users about an environment. This can allow architects to analyze the navigation difficulty of spaces
under development. We can even use these cues to automate the design of real-world spaces.

SPATIALDESIGNGUIDEDBYVISUAL PERCEPTION

2D Spatial Design. I devised a system that can optimize the placement of 2D visual elements (e.g. advertisement, artwork) in a virtual
environment (VE) according to their visual attention (IEEE VR’19 [4]). I achieved this by training a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
regressor that can estimate the amount of visual attention a visual element will receive with data collected from users navigating a virtual
museum and subway station. I usedMarkovChainMonte Carlo (MCMC) to find the right arrangement of visual elements to accomplish
a target amount of attention (Figure 2a).

This is particularly important for VR designers because it can streamline the cost/benefit analysis of advertising at a particular
location in a VE, as well as allow them to maximize the amount of attention advertisements in their VE can receive, and as a result
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Figure 2: I created systems that optimize the arrangement of elements in VEs (e.g.
(a) artwork inmuseums, (b) clothing in stores) according to their visual attention.

increase financial gain. Our method can also aid cu-
rators in finding the optimal arrangement of artwork
in museums by equalizing and maximizing the op-
portunity for artists to showcase their work. We in-
volved curators and design experts in the creation of
our system.
3D Spatial Design. The rise in popularity
of consumer-grade VR headsets opens the door
for researchers to explore creating interactive e-
commerce experiences in the formof “virtual stores”.
Virtual stores can be designed to have the cohesion of real-world stores with an added bonus of the interactivity that VR can offer.

We extended our spatial design system [4] to optimize the placement of 3D items (e.g. toys, clothing) in a virtual store bymaximizing
their visual attention (IEEE VR’23 [12]). After consulting with experts and referencing store design books [8, 20], we identified a set of
spatial constraints (e.g. avoid over-crowding items on shelves, place itemswithin equally-spaced intervals) that should also be considered
for an ideal placement of items in a store (Figure 2b).

MULTI-VIEWCURVEDRAWING INAUGMENTEDREALITY

Figure 3: (a) A curve drawn with our
environment-aware mobile AR drawing
system. (b) This curve can decorate the
real world with virtual ornaments.

The introduction of AR glasses like the HoloLens paved the way for in-situ sketch-
based design. Though these devices are fun to work with, they are not yet widely accessi-
ble to designers unlike tablets (e.g. iPad). In my internship with Adobe, I utilized the ubiq-
uity of tablets to introduce in-situ sketch-based interactions into designers’ workflow (IEEE
VR’23 [2]). A user aiming to prototype a chair with scale and style similar to a table exist-
ing in the real environment could do so by sketching 2D strokes on a tablet. The 2D strokes
are overlayed onto the real world via the AR device while considering the user’s intention.
Projecting the sketch into AR can be accomplished using a 2D sketch to 3D curve projection
algorithm [10]. I integrated this into a system that enables users to scan the environment
geometry and to sketch curves that wrap around and interact with the geometry (e.g. curve
that wraps around a tree to decorate it with ornaments in Figure 3).

Unlike previousARdrawing approaches [6, 11], drawing curves around geometry enables
designing in in-accessible locations (e.g. using the sketched curve to place flowers on the high
arc). Moreover, our multi-view drawing system affords users the ability to create large-scale
animation motion paths (e.g. a flight path for an animated plane that flies around in a large
room), by allowing them to draw smaller curves around the geometry that are joined to create a larger curve that considers the underlying
geometry.

SCENE-AWAREMIXEDREALITY SYSTEMS

Figure 4: Our scene-aware virtual pet.

Interactive Pets. Virtual pets can be a great alternative for those who aren’t able to physi-
cally or financially care for a real animal. In addition to gameplay; virtual pets have been used
in therapy [5], learning [9] and elderly care. I helped to create an interactive Mixed Reality
(MR) pet (Figure 4) with a behavioral model capable of understanding scene semantics and
mirroring behavior patterns obtained from an indoor pet (CHI’21 [13]). We achieved this
by training an LSTM with behavioral data collected from a cat to synthesize the virtual pet’s
behavior in Mixed Reality. To create a more realistic experience, we also incorporated scene
understanding into the virtual pet. We elevated the interactivity of the Mixed Reality expe-
rience by utilizing HoloLens’ voice recognition feature to allow the user to interact with the
pet by giving it commands (e.g. sit, fetch).
Assistive Technology. Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) is a communi-
cationmechanism for those with complex communication needs, and existing AACdevices are forms of assistive technology comprising
hardware and software that can support or replace natural speech entirely.

I also helped develop a novel context-aware mixed-reality AAC system in collaboration with Assistive and Special Education Tech-
nology experts at George Mason University [16] (UIST’23, to be submitted). This system aids users with communicating in grocery
shopping scenarios by recognizing objects in the scene and generating the proper spoken message.

RESEARCHAGENDA
My future work will build on my past work in scene understanding, spatial design, behavioral analysis, and AR/VR. I will focus on

the problems related to integrating AR content seamlessly into the real-world environment and devising intuitive interactions for this
content.
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Figure 5: AR content anchored into the scene.

Content Anchoring. Lindlbauer et al. [14]’s system adapts AR content accord-
ing to the user’s cognitive load and field-of-view. Content is manually anchored
to the scene by the user. In Cheng et al. [7]’s system, content is placed in the
scene with an optimization. However, the system relies on the user to specify
an ideal placement and its parameters in an initial environment that can then
be transferred and optimized to another environment. I hope to create a stan-
dalone system that’s able to optimize the placement of content automatically
without the need for a reference placement.

I’m interested in exploring AR systems that integrate scene understanding
to seamlessly and automatically anchor and adapt content into our world (Figure 5). To place content in a real-world scene we must
consider the scene’s semantics and user behavior. For example, contents of a presentation should be anchored on the meeting room
table instead of on the snack table or a chair. The placement should also consider the content’s visibility and avoid placing it in occluded
locations. We could also encode multi-view visibility and interactivity if the content is meant to be viewed by multiple users in the
scene. The content’s placement could also be optimized to maximize visual attention similar to my previous work in spatial design [4].
Furthermore, if the content is interactive we must consider interactivity and accessibility in placing the content.

Figure 6: Gesture-driven
AR animation [19].

Interactive Storytelling. In my previous work, I explored integrating animation motion paths into the
environment geometry [2]. Inspired by other works in gesture-driven storytelling and animation [19]
(Figure 6), I would like to explore gesture-driven animation of 3D content that has been integrated into the
environment geometry.

I’m also interested in exploring incorporating interactions into Spatial AR.These interactions could aid
the viewer in obtainingmore information, by for example, manipulating or expanding the content. Or they
may be used to furnish the content creator with the ability to author these storytelling AR experiences in a
standalone system, providing them with the ability to specify the effects, key frames, motion paths, timing,
and/or triggers (e.g. gesture, user position, speech).
Generative Content. In my work with Adobe, we trained a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)
to automatically create a colored cartoon character from a rough sketch (GI’21 [1]). Using the GAN, we
developed a tool that allows artists to visualize their character designs by automatically coloring them from a selected color scheme
as they sketch. This system enabled artists to design characters faster than traditional methods—a useful feature in the early stages of
character design—when artists need to iteratively re-design their characters according to clients’ feedback and experiment withmultiple
color schemes and styles.

Figure 7: GAN-aligned AR
content. [18].

There’s great potential in using generative models for AR . For example, researchers like Liu et al. [15]
explored using GANs to light AR scenes. While Peebles et al. [18] used a GAN to generate and align
AR content (Figure 7). I would like to continue utilizing generative models, especially for generating AR
content and populating/decorating scenes.

COLLABORATIONS
Dr. Marc Pomplun from the University of Massachusetts-Boston consulted me on visual attention and

employing eye-tracking data for behaviour classification. Dr. Cuong Nguyen, Research Scientist at Adobe,
consulted me about the latest advances in AR sketch-based interactions. Dr. Vojtěch Krs, Dr. Nathan
Carr and Dr. Radomír Měch, Research Scientists at Adobe, consulted me about 2D sketch to 3D curve
projection. Dr. Vivian Genaro Motti and Dr. Yoosun Chung from George Mason University consulted me
on assistive technology.

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
I identified several awards and grants that I intend to apply to for funding:

• NSF Future of Work at the Human-Technology Frontier

• NSF CISE IIS Human-Centered Computing (HCC)

• NSF Education and Human Resources (EHR) Core Research

• National Endowment for the Humanities (grants related to AR/VR/XR in digital humanities)
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